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The film was released direct-to-video in the United States on May 8, 2006, and in Australia on May 11, 2006. The film is coproduced by McG, the same company who produced the original film. The film depicts Kate Beckinsale, who played Riley in
the first film, who is torn between her duty to the vampyre clan and the human world. Michael Ealy, who played Jesse in the
first film, appears as the main villain. Plot Four years have passed since vampire warrior Selene killed the Blood Queen, driving
the Lycans into hiding and declaring herself to be the new ruler of the Underworld. After defeating Queen Nefira, Selene has
vowed to eliminate the Lachrymose Blood Clan. As her plans unfold, she has begun to believe she has been tricked into
becoming the Queen, though later she explains to Sam she has never wanted to be queen. She is ready to move against the
Lachrymose clan to find out who is supporting them. She enlists the help of Sam, a human werewolf hunter who is part of an
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anti-vampire group called the Bureau. Sam's new partner, Jack, who is in love with Sam, is told of Selene's intentions to
eliminate the Lachrymose clan. Sam tries to reason with Selene to stop this, but Selene decides to eliminate the Bureau and have
Jack kill Sam. After Jack kills Sam, he is taken by Selene and locked in a prison. Selene is ambushed by Lachrymose clan
vamps and she is forced to kill one of them to save herself and escapes to her lair. As Selene is preoccupied, Nefira's Lycan
clans start a war against her. She manages to kill one of the Lycans and escapes into the basement of the Department of
Homeland Security's abandoned underground facility. After an encounter with the guard, she is trapped down there as several
agents and operatives arrive to find her. During the firefight, one of the vampires accidentally kills the head agent, triggering a
chain of events that results in Selene killing the remaining agents, including her former lover, Billy. Selene is brought to the
police station and is interrogated by the leader of the Bureau, Agent Marcus. Marcus, who is Selene's uncle, wants her to join
the Bureau. Selene refuses, knowing that the Bureau is anti-vampire, but Marcus is determined to keep Selene 82157476af
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